1978 chevy luv truck

All rights reserved. More on this:. General Motors and Isuzu go a very long way back. Their
collaboration got even stronger in when the American automaker bought 34 percent of the
Japanese company from Shinagawa. Short for Light Utility Vehicle, the camper-shelled truck
featured on Bring a Trailer is a model specified with the Mighty Mike trim package. Hood, side,
and tailgate stripes set it apart from its peers. A matching spare tire is present under the bed.
Finished in red over a multi-tone interior, the single-cab workhorse boasts a saddle blanket on
the bench seat, striped floor mats, rubberized floor covering, and an old radio tuner. Located in
Beulah, Michigan, the LUV is a two-owner pickup that shows approximately 50, miles 80,
kilometers on the clock. Some rust and a few blemishes are noted, but you will be surprised by
the condition of the bed after all these years. The MX1 three-speed automatic transmission
drives a 4. In preparation for the sale, the seller has reportedly changed the oil within the past
miles kilometers. As a brief refresher, General Motors pulled the plug on the U. Editor's note:
This article was not sponsored or supported by a third-party. You will only receive our top
stories, typically no more than 5 per day yes no. In front, an independent suspension used
a-arms. The The only engine was a 1. The LUV's exterior was updated slightly for , but the first
real refresh came in A 3-speed automatic transmission and front disc brakes were added that
year. An exterior refresh and the addition of a 7. The addition of four wheel drive in brought the
LUV to the attention of Motor Trend magazine, which awarded it their second Truck of the Year
award. Sales peaked at , The truck was redesigned for with the wheelbase stretched by 1. This
engine is also renowned for its reliability; many LUV trucks of this vintage have achieved over ,
miles before requiring a rebuild. That version was also sold unofficially in the UK as an
alternative to the domestic Isuzu Rodeo in pickup and commercial vehicles dealers. As of
recently the LUV is one of the many vehicles that the Iraqi Government has purchased for use in
the various local and national police forces. At the start, the versions assembled were the K and
K In total, more than That meant the introduction of the light pickup truck in the Colombian
market, in a package that included a 1. While the trucks had reliable and well built albeit
underpowered drive trains, the Luvs had serious rusting problems. In the last years of
production almost half of the trucks that were shipped on boats to the United States from South
America were found with rusted frames on arrival due to salt water corrosion. It is not unusual
to find a high mileage Luv that has a drive train in perfect working order, but some to have a
frame broken in half from rust. From Chevy Wiki. Categories : Chevrolet vehicles Pickup trucks.
Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read View source
View history. Navigation Main page Recent changes Random page Help. This page was last
edited on 9 February , at K5 Blazer. Advance Design. Task Force. El Camino. Mid-Size
Crossover. Full-Size Crossover. Mini SUV. Mid-Size SUV. S Blazer. Full-Size SUV. Coupe Utility.
Sports Pickup. Compact Pickup. Mid-Size Pickup. Full-Size Pickup. Lumina APV. The Chevrolet
LUV was a now-defunct light pickup truck that Chevy designed from that was designed to
compete with their competition. LUV is an acronym for "light utility vehicle. These vehicles were
originally designed and manufactured by Isuzu before they arrived in the United States. Despite
the initial attraction and appeal from the general public, the LUV never quite caught on.
Ultimately, Chevy folded production on the LUV when these trucks failed to impress the public,
as they were considered slow, archaic, generic, overpriced, and altogether unappealing. The
competition was producing similar vehicles that were superior in many categories. As a result,
Chevy announced the successor to the LUV with the release of the Chevrolet S in , which turned
out to be a success. Read on to discover more about the inevitable cascade failure of the Chevy
LUV. For 10 years, the LUV was popular and half a million were sold. The LUV had a solid rear
axle on leaf springs in the back and unequal-length A-arms up front, all of which hung from a
ladder frame. Steering was based on a recirculating ball system and the LUV featured
four-speed manual transmission, a 1. However, in its final years, the LUV literally couldn't keep
up with the competition, despite Chevy making solid engines that the public wished other cars
had. The Chevy LUV just couldn't go as fast as similar vehicles that the competition produced.
Motor Trend saw the LUV go from zero to 60 mph in Subsequent redesigns and relaunches of
the LUV over the next few years attracted the public's attention, but couldn't solve the speed
problem. A lot of the features on the Chevy LUV were deemed outdated, archaic, or out of style.
When the LUV was redesigned in , Chevy attempted to address most of these unappealing
cosmetic features. The headlight count dropped from four to two in a new grille while the
number of bed lengths increased from one to two. Chevy also put in a new instrument panel in
the interior, and a new chassis put more distance between the front and rear axle centerlines.
This generation of the Chevy LUV sold 71, trucks. The following year, four-wheel drive was
added to the LUV as an attempt to give it more updated features. The LUV made little noise
when driving, and it had a standard four-speed transmission and two-speed transfer case
combined in a single unit, housed in a die-cast aluminum case. Unfortunately, Chevy did not

make many updates for the version , and at that point, the archaic nature of the vehicle was
undeniable, and many drivers noted a severe lack of interior features. The appearance of the
LUV was also considered too generic. Many drivers didn't think the first iteration of LUV stood
out, while the second LUV in buried the exterior under sheets of bland, featureless metal. The
Chevy LUV still featured the same 1. Chevy took steps to make the LUV more notable and
distinctive. Rubber replaced plastic in the front suspension bushings to allow better shock
absorption. The front disc brakes were larger and electronic ignition was installed, doubling
spark plug longevity to 30, miles. However, despite all that, adding a bigger engine was not on
their list. Unfortunately, these changes were deemed minimal overall, allowing imported
vehicles from other manufacturers to grab the public's attention. As a result, Chevy declined to
promote their LUV further in anticipation of its replacement. Therefore, it became quite
forgettable in the market by , just as the public deemed the Malibu somewhat forgettable. On top
of everything else regarding the LUV, many drivers considered it too expensive for what it
offered, noting the competition had cheaper trucks. The lower price point made the Datsun far
more attractive than the LUV to the younger generation of car buyers. At the time, GM was the
biggest corporation in the world, and was at the top of the competition over the American
automotive industry, allowing them more power and free reign during the s and s. Customers
decided they'd still rather have a new car from the competition than buy a used Chevy LUV. In
response, Chevy gave the LUV three-speed automatic transmission in , larger bed options in ,
four-wheel drive in , and a matte, aerodynamic sheet metal skin in As the LUV was partially
made by Isuzu, this attracted the public's attention. However, these upgrades were not enough,
contributing to the retirement of the Chevy LUV. He has since gone on to be a reporter for and
write for three newspapers following graduation. Kenny also has experience editing websites
using WordPress, and he directed a newspaper team to produce two issues during Indianapolis'
Super Bowl. Kenny was hired onto Valnet to write list articles in March In his free time, Kenny is
often out socializing with friends, practicing karate, reading comics, discussing the Enneagram,
or at a game night. By Kenny Norman Published Aug 25, Share Share Tweet Email Comment.
Via Hagerty. The first-generation LUV light utility vehicle which was made for the model years.
Go here if the CL link goes away. But, in an earth-shattering chain of events destined to knock
the earth off of its axis, the seller has included an engine photo! I know! For , the LUV was
partially-restyled, losing two of its former four headlights and a new grille was added as well as
a new instrument cluster. They also added a 7. The seller does mention that they have more
photos if a person is interested in seeing them. I love that combo. The sassy Mikado trim
package included a three-spoke steering wheel and a nice, herringbone fabric interior. A diesel
engine would be available in the next generation LUV. Have any of you owned a first-generation
LUV? I owned the next generation Isuzu, and while it was a decent little truck, the tin worm put
an end to it. Talk about scream. I believe this vehicle is 39 years old. I remember when these
trucks were everywhere and I also remember here in the northeast just about everyone of them
rusting through. Without a doubt, the fastest rusting vehicle I ever owned. I did work it hard
though. First day, driving home from the dealer, after jump starting it, light snow falling, turned
on wipers, wipers went up, crossed each other. Touched the brakes and slid sideways across a
single lane bridge. An omen I should have payed attention to. U guessed it a 79 Black Luv
â€¦roof repaired ofcorse, had to let her go about 2 years after. Now Cars of choice â€¦.. Isuzu
Faster is an oxymoron â€” my parents had a LUV of that vintage, and it was a real slug. It was a
stick, and had a black fiberglass cap. Good little truck for upstate NY winters, although rust was
a problem. The pull-and-twist handle parking brake was brutal â€” always hit your knee when
you engaged it, and then you hit your knee on the engaged handle when you got in the truck
again. These were all the rage for V8 conversions back in the day, but unless more work was
done, they overheat, underbraked and rear gearing is insanely high. I have a 73 that was a V8
and can attest to all of the above,. Motor is out so do i go V8 again? V6 Chevy have a runner
sitting here or stick in a Nissan 4 cyl with 5 speed? With it being pre 75 these are getting
somewhat desirable as no emissions testing required plus nostalgia. Here is mine, I would have
to check the title but I believe could be Did a trade for it in the early s for a Dirty Duster with the
leaning tower of power. Mallory Dual points, Accell coil, headers, short turbo mufflers, mag
wheels etc. Rear gearing was more dragster,, 4 something ratio? It overheated easily in traffic.
Born to run?? So, i experimented with thermostatic controlled fans and found Chevy Citations
had a good electric fan at that time. Nowdays there are some good systems on the market. You
can do wheelies in it without too much effort and of course burn offs to your hearts content. It
was fun with the Rumpity cam to pull up to kids in their tuner cars with fart pipes and the only
real performance in them was their thumping bass. My whole truck shook and thumped with
every Rev of that small block and the big cam. Kids would point and whisper to each other.
Endless fun. But it WAS a death trap on wheels. I have a double roll bar and was planning a full

cage for it. Mine has some custom body work, shaved door handles, You use a Ford Key to
open the door The dreaded sunroof and of course that ridiculous visor, the full width rear view
mirror and other period customizing. Been in storage in the family barn until November for
years and years. Time to clean it up, line up all the extra parts I have for it and offer it with
choice of drivetrains. Handles out of a Suburu Brat. Roll bar, crash bar, tailgate and have a line
on a short step side box if wanted. Granted, This picture is not flattering, but will clean up pretty
nice. Dig that Purple! People that beat up on these I dont get. They were a little economy truck
but sure wish stuff like this made today. I literally pulled stumps and pulled much bigger trucks
out of the muck. It was a very fun truck. I remember seeing one like this in the early 80s. It was
owned by a fella that worked for Crane Cams. It had a Buick carbureted turbo motor and trans
put in it. A very sweet swap. Neat, clean and plenty of room. Strong runner, too. Bought a new
Mikado in Cute truck. Buzz bomb engine, and the sheet metal was so thin, you could feel braille
letters through it. Rust ensued. Not bad for a brand new truck but I remember that the sheet
metal was so thin he said it was made of recycled beer cans. I remember this generation Chevy
LUV. My uncle Dave and aunt Sandy drove one like this. Theirs was the same colour. Better take
care of it. I bought a 78 Mikado in right after my wife and I had our first child. One of those rare
occasions in Oklahoma City where snow and ice was so bad no one could go anywhere. I put
that little rig in 4 wheel and we went all over the place. It was a beast. I think I paid 2k for it back
then. Wish I still had it. How about that red headliner?. I wonder if it would fit? My dad had one
of these, wonderful truck with low power. My 82 S10 had the engine from Japan and went thru
cylinder heads every miles. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments scotto. Scotty Gilbertson
Staff. Ikey Heyman. King Al. A friend had one for years as a daily driver. He liked it for that
purpose. Ha, good catch, Chris. Glen Bamforth. Rich Tague. Doug Towsley. Jeff Brown. Gay Car
Nut. Gordon Thomas. Car Guy. David A Kassin. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! The
first Chevrolet truck was introduced in In , the Chevy truck was renamed the Silverado. The
Chevy truck was part of the third generation of trucks produced. Chevy trucks from to are often
referred to as the "rounded line" of models. In , Chevy changed the frame to accommodate
catalytic converters. This was the final year that power windows were offered, and a fuel door
was added later in the year. The Chevy truck has a number vehicle identification number.
Two-wheel drive and four-wheel drive trucks were available. In , all models got new flashy trim
panels and flat stainless hubcaps. Trucks were produced at plants across the United States,
and in Chile and Argentina. Engine options in for Chevy trucks included the I-6, which provided
horsepower; the I-6 with horsepower; the V-8 with horsepower; or the V-8, which provided
horsepower. Three-speed manual transmissions, four-speed manual transmissions and
three-speed automatics were available. The Chevy truck with a 6-foot bed was Wheelbase
clocked in at Check trucks in featured sliding rear window, cruise control, inside hood release,
tilt steering wheel, rear step bumper, full size spare, power steering, windshield antenna and
B-Eye mirror. The fuel tank can hold approximately 16 gallons. The top edge of the fenders are
typically prone to rust, as are the rocker panels under the doors. Karen Taylor is a visual
journalist, page designer and horse-lover in central Indiana. She designs pages for an area
newspaper including feature pages and page A1. She has had a passion for journalism her
entire life and enjoys both the design and writing aspects of the industry. Dimensions The
Chevy truck with a 6-foot bed was Layout and Features Check trucks in featured sliding rear
window, cruise control, inside hood release, tilt steering wheel, rear step bumper, full size
spare, power steering, windshield antenna and B-Eye mirror. This Chevrolet Luv is an
Isuzu-based pickup that is finished in red over a multi-tone interior and powered by a 1. The
truck was first registered in Michigan, and reportedly remained with its original owner prior to
its recent acquisition by the seller. It now shows 50k miles, and service during current
ownership included an oil change. Features unique to the Mighty Mike trim package included
hood stripes, lettering, side stripes, and a tailgate stripe. This example is finished in red and is
fitted with towing mirrors, fog lights, and a vintage camper shell. Noted corrosion and other
blemishes are captured in the photo gallery below. A matching spare fitted with an older tire is
stored under the bed. The cab features a bench seat covered in a saddle blanket, which is
accompanied by two-tone door trim and striped floor mats fitted over a rubberized floor
covering. Equipment includes defroster controls, manually operated windows, and a period
radio tuner. A flashlight is mounted on the right side of the center console. The two-spoke
steering wheel fronts instrumentation including an mph speedometer and gauges for

temperature and fuel level. The five-digit odometer shows just under 50k miles, approximately
of which were added by the seller. Total mileage is unknown. The Isuzu 1. Per the seller, an oil
change has been completed within the past miles. Additional photos showing the suspension,
chassis, and driveline, as well as corrosion on portions of the mechanical components are
presented in the gallery. A walk-around and start-up video is presented below. The auction ends
2 minutes after the last bid is received. Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not
be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished.
Checking for missed updatesâ€¦ Bid Successful Congratulations! You're the high bidder. Your
bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as
they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and
you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be
released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the service f
kenwood kdc 400u wiring diagram
2007 chevy silverado aftermarket radio
2004 hyundai santa fe parts diagram
ee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For more
info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to
proceed? The new BaT Podcast! Listen now. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT.
You are not connected to real-time updates. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful
Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are
you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦.
Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did
you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a
Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. Thursday,
February 25 at pm PT remind me. Register to Bid. How bidding works Watch auction.

